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Educational strategy within the school 
 
Dear Parents, 
 

We can observe, in the different educational institutions of this canton, group 

phenomena in which a student is distressed by repeated actions. In order to respond 

effectively to those bullying situations, a team of teachers have received training on 

“the Shared Concern method” (SCm), according to the Swedish author Anatol Pikas. 

This arrangement seeks to put an end to these problems, dismantling the group 

phenomena. 

Each time a student is regularly disturbed, the members of the SCm have an 

individual conversation with students who are close to the situation, in a caring and 

non-punitive procedure, consisting in finding solutions. These conversations 

continue until the situation is solved. 

Within the scope of using this method, your child might be probably involved in one 

of those conversations. These ones do not generate any sanctions and they don’t 

have any consequences for the student’s curriculum. In addition, they won’t be 

announced neither to the students nor to you, in order to prevent reactions and for 

efficiency reasons. The aim is to react quickly with a view to break a negative group 

dynamic, instead of looking for the victims or the guilty ones. The target is to stop 

the phenomenon. However, in case of need or ineffectiveness, other measures 

could be undertaken by the school administration staff. 

Further information on prevention and health unit within schools are available on the  

website, which displays the cantonal arrangement: https://www.vd.ch/ themes/ 

formation/sante-a-lecole/prestations/harcelement-intimidation-et-violences-

entre-eleves/ 

This letter is translated into Portuguese, English, Albanian and Arabic, you will find 

it on the school’s website. 

Being convinced that using this method and having this SCm-Team in the Primary 

School of Payerne-Corcelles, will improve the welfare of our students, we would like 

to thank you for the attention you have given to this letter. With warmest greetings, 

please accept, Dear Madam, Dear Sir, Dear Parents, the assurances of our highest 

consideration. 

      

           

             Christian Chevalier    

           School’s Headmaster 
 

     Copy : Person in charge of the SCm Strategy, Delphine Hugi (doyenne) 


